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Preventing declines in common species is key to sustaining the structure and function
of marine ecosystems. Yet for many common marine mammals, including oceanic
dolphins, statistical power to detect declines remains low due to patchy distribution
and large variability in group sizes. In this study, population viability analyses (PVA) were
used to model the dynamics of four oceanic dolphin populations off the United States
West Coast: eastern North Pacific long-beaked common dolphins (Delphinus delphis
capensis), short-beaked common dolphins (D. delphis delphis), Pacific white-sided
dolphins (Lagenorhynchus obliquidens), and “offshore” common bottlenose dolphins
(Tursiops truncatus). We calibrated the PVA with life-history tables, studies on proxy
species, and stock assessment reports. We explored the sensitivity of populations
to demographic variation and projected how they may respond to changes in three
sublethal threats (prey limitation, ocean noise, and chemical pollution) and one lethal
threat (fisheries bycatch). We found the most serious projected declines in longbeaked common dolphins, which showed the lowest birth rate. Most threat scenarios
resulted in declines that would not be detected by existing monitoring programs in the
United States, which are among the most data-rich surveys of their kind. The cumulative
effects of the three sublethal stressors exceeded the effect of the one lethal stressor
(fisheries bycatch). To implement pro-active management and monitoring programs,
anticipating which cetaceans are more at risk and which anthropogenic threats could
cause declines is paramount. Our study highlights the value of model testing with
PVA when monitoring data are poor, thereby identifying priorities for future research,
monitoring, and management.
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(Côté et al., 2016), assess which population parameters are
more sensitive to threats in marine populations, and anticipate
marine ecosystem responses to policy and management scenarios
(Bland et al., 2015). Model testing and scenario analysis are also
becoming crucial underpinnings of global conservation policy
and management (Sutherland et al., 2011).
Here, we explore the population dynamics of four species
or sub-species of oceanic dolphin off the west coast of the
United States: eastern North Pacific long-beaked common
dolphin (LBCD, Delphinus delphis capensis), short-beaked
common dolphin (SBCD, D. delphis delphis), Pacific white-sided
dolphin (PWSD, Lagenorhynchus obliquidens), and “offshore”
common bottlenose dolphin (OBND, Tursiops truncatus). We
note that the taxonomic resolution of some of these species is
in flux and that population definitions are not well understood
(e.g., McGowen et al., 2009, 2020; Perrin et al., 2011; Vollmer
et al., 2019). In particular, there is ongoing debate about
whether long- and short-beaked common dolphins represent
different populations, ecotypes, subspecies or species (Cunha
et al., 2015). Here we consider them as different “units to
conserve” and throughout this paper refer to each as a population
(Taylor et al., 2010).
We model how these populations are likely to respond to
changes in three sublethal threats (prey limitation, ocean noise,
and chemical pollution) and one lethal threat (fisheries bycatch).
Within our data-poor context, we rely on inter-specific variation
in life-history traits and known threat impacts (i.e., variability
in prey density, effects of ocean noise on foraging efficiency,
and effects of contaminants on probability of calf survival)
to calibrate population viability analyses (PVA). Specifically,
our PVA approach provides an opportunity to review, collate,
and integrate existing life-history and threat information into
a demographic framework. We highlight how a model-testing
approach can help predict the cumulative impacts of different
stressors and identify which species and/or threats warrant
further monitoring to fill data gaps. Given the lack of data, we
do not use our PVA to estimate minimum viable population size
or to estimate the probability of extinction, which are known
challenges with even the most robust PVA (Ruggiero et al., 1994;
Reed et al., 2002; Chaudhary and Oli, 2020). Rather, our study
constitutes a first step toward finding solutions to the data-gap
trap for small cetaceans (i.e., whales, dolphins, and porpoises), a
taxonomic group plagued by data uncertainty worldwide.

INTRODUCTION
Despite calls to move beyond a “crisis discipline” (Soulé,
1991), conservation biology heavily prioritizes small, localized
populations at imminent risk of extinction. This often comes
at a cost to abundant (yet declining) populations that underpin
ecosystem structure and function (Caughley, 1994; Gaston and
Fuller, 2008; Gaston, 2010). Continuing declines may become
irreversible and lead to substantial ecosystem change (Jackson
et al., 2001; Ellsworth and McComb, 2003; Sekercioglu, 2006).
Yet, identifying large populations that are declining is challenging
when data are lacking and/or statistical power is low.
Knowledge of abundance and population trends is particularly
sparse for oceanic mammals. In many parts of the world, no
legal obligation exists to monitor the status of marine mammals
leading to pronounced data gaps (Kaschner et al., 2012). Even in
the United States, where monitoring of defined marine mammal
stocks is required under the Marine Mammal Protection Act
(MMPA), >70% of these stocks lack trend information needed
to detect declines (Roman et al., 2013). In North America
as a whole, the United States MMPA and Canada’s Species
at Risk Act encourage the equitable monitoring of stocks to
prevent declines (Mooers et al., 2007) but, in practice, funding is
typically focused on endangered taxa. Species listed as threatened
under these country’s legislation are of higher priority when
collecting crucial data on threat impacts (e.g., full necropsies
to identify cause of death; Williams et al., 2008; Reynolds
et al., 2009). Pelagic dolphin populations tend not to be listed
under national endangered species legislation and there is thus
little incentive to study the population-level impacts of human
activities (e.g., fishing, offshore oil and gas development, and
military sonar exercises; Booth et al., 2020) on these populations
(e.g., Carretta et al., 2015).
A consequence of the high abundance and large group size
of most pelagic dolphin species is that many individuals may be
affected if the population is exposed to an anthropogenic threat.
For example, large numbers of oceanic dolphins may be exposed
to fisheries bycatch in waters beyond national jurisdiction or
to high-amplitude noise from seismic surveys or military sonar
throughout the world’s oceans (Jepson et al., 2003; Weilgart,
2007; Gerrodette, 2009). Patchy distribution and large variation
in group size leads to high sampling variability that increases
the variance on any abundance estimate of pelagic dolphins
(Hammond et al., 2013) and decreases the power to detect trends.
Even in the best-surveyed United States waters, for example, there
is low statistical power to detect “precipitous” declines (i.e., a
50% or greater decline over a 15-year period) in oceanic stocks
(Taylor et al., 2007b; Kaschner et al., 2012). Lack of data on
threat exposure or population decline can lead to a species (or
other unit to conserve) remaining in a low concern or datadeficient category; such species are unlikely to be prioritized for
conservation assessment (Gaston and Fuller, 2008; Martín-López
et al., 2011). We call this problem the “data-gap trap.”
In data-poor contexts, a model-testing approach may be
useful to identify which species or populations and threats to
them warrant further research. For example, model testing has
been used to predict cumulative threat impacts in ecosystems
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MATERIALS AND METHODS
Case Studies
A PVA can be used to model population growth rate and to
simulate the probability of extinction of populations in a range of
conservation contexts (Lacy, 2000; Coulson et al., 2001). The four
dolphin populations identified above were selected as case studies
based on a number of characteristics: their large population sizes
(Barlow and Forney, 2007), the availability of basic data on both
life history (Taylor et al., 2007a) and fisheries-related mortality
(Carretta et al., 2015), and the typically low statistical power to
detect population trends (Taylor et al., 2007b).
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For each population, a population model was constructed
in Vortex v. 10 (Lacy and Pollak, 2015) using the best
information available on demography and threat impacts.
Vortex is an individual-based simulation that steps through the
demographic events that can occur each year (reproduction, sex
determination of newborns, annual survival of each age class,
immigration and emigration, harvest of individuals, truncation
of population size if it exceeds carrying capacity) and then
generates the population trajectory as the aggregate of the fates
of the individuals. Occurrences of demographic events for each
individual are simulated as binomial sampling processes from
the specified demographic rates (as probabilities), with those
probabilities being age and sex specific, subject to variation
over time (environmental variation), and optionally influenced
by individual variability in genetics or other properties. The
structure of the Vortex model is described in Lacy (2000). The
Vortex software and a full manual are freely available at http:
//scti.tools/vortex.
The absence of empirical data for some species required
us to draw on other cetacean species or populations from
other locations. To parameterize the PVA, the default values
used in IUCN assessments (Taylor et al., 2007a) were used
as inputs (Table 1) as empirical demographic estimates were
lacking for all four populations. In order to speed up processing
time of the individual-based models run in Vortex, all four
populations were set to the same initial population size
(1,000 individuals) to explore mean trajectories. Our primary
objective was to assess the relative influences of different
factors on population growth rates, not absolute effects on
population sizes. In addition, our aim was not to model
pristine populations in the absence of anthropogenic threats,
but rather to explore realistic demographic rates and levels
of threats under different management scenarios (Bland et al.,
2015; Rowland et al., 2020). Therefore, a “baseline” model
was first developed to represent the trajectories of the four
populations if demographic rates remained at current levels
for each, with bycatch set at current levels and assuming no
additional threats.
We ran 10,000 iterations of the population model where
threat levels were varied by sampling from a uniform distribution

across the plausible ranges described below (Table 2). The
cumulative effect of all threats was not modeled; given the
necessarily indirect estimates of model parameters, a full
exploration of interactions among threats (i.e., their cumulative
effects) would not be warranted. Unless otherwise noted, all
information was taken from the U.S. Pacific Marine Mammal
Stock Assessment: 2014 (Carretta et al., 2015). The Vortex
input file with all scenarios examined in this study is available
in the zenodo.org repository at http://doi.org/10.5281/zenodo.
4292353.

Prey Availability
Currently, no quantitative relationships have been published
between prey variability and the demography of the study
populations. The demographic consequences of interannual
variability in prey abundance have been studied in other
cetaceans (e.g., St. Lawrence beluga whales, Delphinapterus
leucas; Mosnier et al., 2015; and “southern resident” killer whales,
Orcinus orca; Ward et al., 2009; Ford et al., 2010; Williams et al.,
2016). Although belugas are more distantly related to our oceanic
dolphins than are killer whales (McGowen et al., 2009), prey
base-demography relationships for belugas were used because
the killer whale studies focused on a population with extreme
dietary specialization, whereas oceanic dolphins and belugas are
generalist predators.
To quantify the prey base-demography relationship, we fitted
a logistic regression of beluga calf mortality to an index of springseason herring biomass ranging from 0 to 1 with a “middle of
the road” baseline scenario of 0.5 (Mosnier et al., 2015). To
derive a multiplier of the baseline survival factor, the survival rate
1
provided by the logistic regression (survival = 1+e−0.3634−1.5517×Prey
;
standard error (SE) of the slope = 0.5538) was divided by the
survival predicted for the baseline index (survival = 0.758 at prey
index = 0.5). This allowed us to infer survival for different levels
of prey availability for each population. The regression was not
forced through the origin, so the model does not predict zero
probability of survival when prey availability is zero. The model
structure assumes that generalist predators such as dolphins
would switch to an alternative prey species when the preferred
prey species is unavailable.

Ocean Noise
TABLE 1 | Parameter inputs for the baseline population viability analyses (PVA) for
the following: Common Bottlenose Dolphins CA-WA-OR Offshore Stock (OBND);
Pacific Shite-Sided Dolphins CA-OR-WA Northern and Southern Stocks (PWSD);
Short-Beaked Common Dolphins CA-OR-WA stock (SBCD); and Long-Beaked
Common Dolphins CA Stock (LBCD).
Parameter

OBND

PWSD

SBCD

Age at first reproduction (years)

9.5a

10a

9a

9a

Female age of senescence (years)

48a

46a

31a

31a

LBCD

18.80%c

26.32%a

23.8%b

27%c

Adult mortality rate

5%a

5%a

5%a

5%a

Calf mortality rate

24%a

20.2%a

20.20%a

20.20%a

Annual birth rate

Effects of ocean noise on dolphin demography were modeled
as a reduction in prey availability caused by the acoustic
masking of dolphin echolocation and communication signals
and/or behavioral disturbance. The relative risks of acoustic
disturbance (including masking) for our species were computed
as the integral (over frequency) of the 95th percentile of ship
noise (reported by Veirs et al., 2016), minus the species-specific
audiogram (Figure 3A in Erbe et al., 2016), plus the critical ratio
(Figure 4A in Erbe et al., 2016).
Noise impacted calf mortality through the prey-demography
relationship described above. Noise effects were also modeled as
an index ranging from 0.5 to 2.0 (with a baseline of 1.0) as a
multiplier of foraging efficiency. We tested the effects of rising
noise levels (i.e., noise levels in the North Pacific are thought to

a Taylor

et al., 2007b.
2015.
c Kellar et al., 2014.
b Ashe,
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TABLE 2 | Review of the impacts of three threats on four oceanic dolphin populations off the Pacific Coast of the United States: Pacific offshore bottlenose dolphins
(OBND), white-sided dolphins (PWSD), short-beaked common dolphins (SBCD), and long-beaked common dolphins (LBCD).
Species

Prey

Noise1

Contaminants

OBND

Smelt, perch, and pollock: perch are slow-growing
and depleted and some smelt stocks are Endangered
(e.g., Delta smelt). Both are impacted by drought

Relative risk of masking greater than
for the other species due to most
sensitive audiogram

Levels 100.43 ppm (samples
from the Northwest Pacific)
reduced by 97.5%2

PWSD

Herring and sardines: sardines off the West Pacific
coast (Japan) declining since 2006, some herring
stocks are depleted with patchy distributions and
vulnerability to climate change

Relative risk of masking lower than
for the other species due to less
sensitive audiogram

8.7 ppm (samples from Japan)3

SBCD

Some herring stocks depleted, patchy distribution,
vulnerable to climate change

Relative risk of masking in between
those of OBND and PWSD

Not available, but likely similar to
LBCD

LBCD

Squid and herring: some herring stocks depleted,
patchy distribution, vulnerable to climate change

Relative risk of masking assumed
identical to that of SBCD

15 ppm (samples from Korea)2,4

1 Figure

2 (this paper).
et al., 2002.
3 Kajiwara et al., 2006.
4 Moon et al., 2010.
2 Aguilar

2.0 µg/g would result in the observed baseline calf mortality rate
of 24% (Table 1).

be increasing by 2.5–3.0 dB every decade; McDonald et al., 2006).
The upper end of the multiplier was derived from the Okeanos
global pledge to reduce the contribution of shipping to global
ocean noise levels by 50% in a decade (Williams et al., 2014).

Bycatch Mortality
Bycatch was assessed using the estimates of entanglement in
fishing gear from the NOAA Stock Assessment Reports for each
population available at the time of the study (Carretta et al.,
2015). Population-specific information on bycatch mortality was
rescaled to predict the expected bycatch mortality rate in an initial
population size of 1,000 individuals in each population. Bycatch
was treated as the annual removal of 11.8 individuals from a
population of 26,930 PWSD; 2.0 removals from 1,006 OBND;
64.0 removals from 411,211 SBCD; and 13.0 removals from
107,016 LBCD (Carretta et al., 2015). To test plausible alternative
levels, bycatch was varied from zero to five times the estimated
level. This plausible range captured variation expected from
mitigation strategies at one end to low carcass detection rates
or underestimation of bycatch mortality in poorly monitored
fisheries at the other end (Williams et al., 2011).

Contaminants
In the absence of information on the relationship between
oceanic dolphin demography and tissue concentrations of
polychlorinated biphenyls (PCBs), we used a relationship for
marine mammals based on annual accumulation rates and calf
mortality (Hall et al., 2006, 2018). We followed Hall’s (2006)
model where calves, during gestation and lactation, acquire a PCB
level of 77% of the maternal level (the mother depurates this
amount and reduces her own PCB load). We assumed that when a
calf dies in its first year of life, the reduction in PCBs in the mother
is half this amount (Hall et al., 2006). Following the first year of
life, PCBs are assumed to accumulate in tissues at a constant rate,
except for the depuration that occurs when a female produces and
nurtures a calf.
Few data are available on mean levels of PCBs in oceanic
dolphins, so we modeled the effects of annual PCB accumulation
ranging from optimistic to pessimistic scenarios (0.0–5.0 µg/g/y),
resulting in predictions spanning previously reported values.
With this model of accumulation and depuration applied in
individual-based simulations, accumulation rates of 5.0 µg/g/y
resulted in mean levels of ∼115.0 µg/g in adult males
and 45.0 µg/g in adult females, with an approximately
linear relationship between accumulation rate and mean levels
in the population.
We applied the logistic regression derived by Hall et al., 2006,
1
; SE of the slope = 0.008; SE of
calf mortality = 1+e1.442−0.031×PCB
the intercept = 0.368; PCB measured in maternal blubber as
µg/g). This relationship predicts 19.1% calf mortality when PCB
levels are zero, slightly less than the 20.2% mortality estimated
for PWSD, SBCD, and LBCD (Table 1; Taylor et al., 2007a). The
mortality rate of 20.2% was projected from the PCB response
relationship using mean PCBs in maternal blubber at 2.0 µg/g.
For modeling PCB impacts in OBND, we adjusted the intercept
of the logistic regression to 1.215 so that a low PCB level of
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RESULTS
All four populations were projected to have low intrinsic rates
of population growth (r), which result from a long period of
gestation and lactation. Our baseline models indicate that all
four populations may have low (or negative) growth rates under
current levels of bycatch and contaminants. The point estimates
of mean Population Growth Rate (r) across the 100-year
simulations in the absence of bycatch were: LBCD, r = −0.021;
PWSD, r = 0.001; SBCD, r = −0.001; and OBND, r = 0.005. The
more optimistic predictions for OBND populations are driven, in
part, by an expectation of a long reproductive lifespan that offsets
higher calf mortality (Table 1). Given reported levels of bycatch
along the west coast of the United States, the mean rate of increase
for OBND drops to r = 0.003. For the other three populations, the
estimated bycatch is so low that r is reduced by <0.001.
All four populations were predicted to be highly sensitive to
reductions in prey, causing a ∼2% decline in population growth
rate at the highest levels of prey reduction (Figure 1). The ranking
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FIGURE 1 | Predicted impacts of prey reduction, reduced foraging efficiency due to underwater noise, elevated contaminant levels, and bycatch from fisheries on
four oceanic dolphin populations. The effects of noise on population growth rate were modeled as a reduction in prey availability caused by the acoustic masking of
dolphin echolocation and communication signals and/or behavioral disturbance. The relative mean population growth rate projected under each threat (index on
x-axis) is shown with the remaining threats held at baseline levels. See section “Materials and Methods” for further definitions of threats, threat indices, and baseline
levels. OBND, Pacific offshore bottlenose dolphins; PWSD, white-sided dolphins; SBCD, short-beaked common dolphins; and LBCD, long-beaked common
dolphins; PCBs, polychlorinated biphenyls.

If impacts of PCBs on oceanic dolphins are similar to those
reported for coastal cetaceans (Hall et al., 2018), plausible levels
of PCBs are predicted to cause population declines in all four
oceanic dolphin populations by increasing calf mortality rates
(Figure 1). The predicted impact of PCBs on population growth
rate appears to be greatest in LBCD and smallest in OBND
(Figure 1). The highest level of PCB accumulation resulted
in population declines in all four populations. The bycatch
mortality rates tested were low and had negligible impacts on
the growth rates of PWSD, SBCD, and LBCD, while having a
small impact on OBND.
The proportion of variance in population growth accounted
for by each of the four threats across the ranges tested is given in
Table 3.

of populations in terms of sensitivity to prey limitation mirrors
the ranking of populations in terms of population growth rate:
LBCD are expected to be most vulnerable to prey limitation and
OBND (with the highest growth rate) least vulnerable (Figure 1).
Even the most optimistic scenarios failed to predict an increasing
population for LBCD (Figure 1).
Because the effects of noise on population growth rate
were modeled as modifying the prey-demography link, the
structure of the model is such that noise amplifies the
effects of prey limitation on dolphin population growth rate
(Figure 1). As a result, the ranking of populations from
most to least likely to show a population-level consequence
of noise (OBND > SBCD > PWSD) is the same as for prey
limitation. Recall that noise and disturbance in Figure 1 refers
to the relative rate of foraging efficiency under the various
noise scenarios (e.g., a value of 2 corresponds to a doubling
of foraging efficiency, whereas a value of 0.5 corresponds to
a halving of foraging efficiency over the baseline reference
point). Masking (Figure 2) offers a different perspective on
the sensitivity of the four dolphins to chronic ocean noise
from ships and other human activities. Given no additional
information, we predict that OBND should be most sensitive
to noise over a broad range of frequencies, and PWSD least
sensitive (Figure 2).
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DISCUSSION
Prioritizing which species to monitor and focus conservation
resources on is now a cornerstone of conservation biology, a
process known as conservation “triage” (Bottrill et al., 2008).
Unfortunately, this may result in funding only being awarded
under times of crisis or to species with dire conservation status
(Restani and Marzluff, 2002; Kareiva and Marvier, 2003; Joseph
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FIGURE 2 | Oceanic dolphin audiograms [blue and green curves (dB re 1 µPa) (Erbe et al., 2016) and noise spectra (power spectral density, PSD; thick black and
red curves (dB re 1 µPa2 /Hz)] in their environment. Wind-driven noise in calm sea states (SS < 0.5; Wenz, 1962) has little acoustic disturbance and masking risk,
because it is mostly more than one critical ratio (CR ∼20–40 dB, increasing with frequency) below the audiograms. The thin red line represents ship noise PSD + CR.
It indicates the minimum level a narrowband signal must have for it to be detectable above the ship noise. The risk of acoustic disturbance and masking is estimated
as the area between the thin red line and the audiograms. This area is greatest for OBND (87 dB re 1 Hz), then SBCD (72 dB re 1 Hz), and finally PWSD (68 dB re
1 Hz). Information on low-frequency hearing abilities of SBCD (aqua line) is incomplete, so the audiogram was extrapolated to 86 dB re 1 µPa at 7.7 kHz.

part because they rely on life-history tables of bycaught animals
and information derived from population models and threat
responses of other cetacean species. Because our models rely on
placeholder data, our results should be interpreted as plausible,
model-tested ranges and alternatives. However, our models can
provide insights into how threats may impact each of the four
dolphin populations and highlight where accurate populationlevel data are most needed.
Of most concern, our models project that declines of >20%
per decade could be occurring under current threat levels, while
the power to detect those declines using existing survey data
is near zero (Taylor et al., 2007b). SBCDs showed relatively
stable population growth rates (r = −0.001) under baseline
conditions and an ability to withstand low levels of all three sublethal stressors (Figure 1). SBCDs and PWSDs were the only
populations whose growth rates spanned 0 for all three threats. In
other words, across the range of threat values we considered, each
threat has the potential to tip a stable population into decline.
Conversely, mitigating any threat has the potential to cause the
stabilization or recovery of a declining population. In the absence
of accurate monitoring and threat-response data, these results
provide some hints as to how alternative management responses
could aid the conservation status of these populations.
Reported levels of bycatch were found to be negligible for all
four populations (Table 3 and Figure 1). However, this would not
be the case in regions where high bycatch mortality was occurring
in unmonitored fisheries (e.g., in international waters or in
countries with insufficient resources to conduct adequate bycatch
monitoring). As noted above, we did not pursue a cumulative
effects model, because a fully factorial analysis of interactions

et al., 2009). Existing survey data off the west coast of the
United States are expected to have low power (13–29%) to detect
a 50% decline in 15 years (Taylor et al., 2007b). Given the low
precision of many monitoring programs (Taylor et al., 2007b), we
explored the value of PVA to model population declines under
plausible scenarios of threat.
Conservation science involves making difficult decisions in
the absence of perfect knowledge (Taylor and Gerrodette, 1993).
There is a great deal of uncertainty in each of our predictions, in
TABLE 3 | Proportion of variance in population growth explained by each threat
for four oceanic dolphin species: Pacific offshore bottlenose dolphins (OBND),
white-sided dolphins (PWSD), short-beaked common dolphins (SBCD), and
long-beaked common dolphins (LBCD).

Threats
Prey
Noise
Contaminants
Bycatch
Model parameters
Calf mortality baseline
Contaminants slope
Prey slope
Residual

OBND

PWSD

SBCD

LBCD

0.169
0.049
0.225
0.080

0.187
0.056
0.254
0.004

0.198
0.061
0.240
0.000

0.160
0.052
0.296
0.000

0.237
0.051
0.050
0.140

0.214
0.060
0.059
0.166

0.227
0.055
0.054
0.166

0.164
0.058
0.048
0.222

Threat levels were sampled from a uniform distribution. Uncertainty in three model
parameters (calf mortality intercept, regression slope of maternal contaminants
to calf survival, and regression slope of prey abundance to calf survival) was
sampled from normal distributions with mean and standard errors from the logistic
regression models. Residual variation was due to stochastic variation among
individuals and small non-linear interactions among threats.
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There are insufficient reports of comparable and locally
derived PCB levels to compare predicted population-level effects
to empirical measurements of PCBs in oceanic dolphins in the
northeast Pacific (Table 2). In the absence of data on age and sex,
measurements are difficult to compare and impossible to convert
to annual accumulation rates (Lebeuf et al., 2014). This points to
a clear data gap when attempting to predict the effects of PCBs
on oceanic dolphins. Our models all use the same underlying
prediction of the population consequences of PCBs on calf
mortality (Hall et al., 2018). Hall’s model is pioneering because
few field studies have attempted to translate tissue concentrations
to demographic effects. However, many other persistent organic
pollutants affect cetaceans, so our analyses may underestimate
the total impact of pollutants on dolphin populations. Substantial
foundational work would be needed to predict the population
consequences of flame retardants and other persistent organic
pollutants. For now, we can conclude that any contaminant
could cause serious population-level effects in any of the four
populations studied if concentrations were found to be at the high
end of the range of values considered.
There is little power to detect precipitous declines in
oceanic dolphin populations, even in the comparatively wellstudied waters of the California Current (Taylor et al.,
2007b). That will remain true for some time, but we
now have a framework for predicting which populations
are most likely to be declining given the best-available
information on life-history traits and threats. For example,
based on the available data on inter-specific differences in
demography, we projected that common dolphins (Delphinus
sp.) possess life-history traits that make them more likely
to have lower intrinsic growth rates, even in the absence
of anthropogenic threats, or are more sensitive to interannual variation in environmental conditions. Sensitivity tests
(e.g., Caswell, 2001) indicate that changes in adult mortality
could have large impacts on population growth; however,
reproduction and infant survival are often influenced much more
by environmental factors (Manlik et al., 2018). Furthermore,
the life-history analyses project that both long-beaked and
short-beaked common dolphins are more likely than offshore
bottlenose dolphins to be sensitive to prey limitation, noise,
and contaminants.
Our approach could inform a structured decision-making
process (Martin et al., 2009) to draw on the collective wisdom
of species- and subject-matter experts to assess the likelihood
that any of these populations is exposed to threats that would
cause declines large enough to trigger management action.
Given the competition for conservation funding, we see value
in using PVA as opportunities to review, collate, and integrate
existing information into a testable demographic framework.
This in turn can provide insights into which threats are likely to
have the greatest single or cumulative impacts on populations,
which populations are intrinsically more at risk due to their
demographic parameters, and what data and studies are needed
to further calibrate or validate a PVA. Our study provides the
first step in such an iterative approach based on case studies
of abundant cetaceans assumed not to be at risk (Lindenmayer
et al., 2011). One way to avoid the data-gap trap is to at

among threats would stretch the modeling too far for the data. If
we assumed that the cumulative effects were additive, for all four
populations, the cumulative effects of the three sublethal threats
tested (prey limitation, ocean noise, and chemical pollution)
would easily exceed the effects of the lethal threat (bycatch).
From our simulation study, we tentatively conclude that
LBCD are least resilient and OBND most resilient to prey
limitation (Figure 1), an important insight for management.
Given the large overlap in diet among all four focal populations
in the California Current (Bearzi, 2005), understanding the
status of the main prey species is paramount. This exercise
has become more tractable in recent years with the release
of the RAM (Ransom A. Meyers) Legacy Database, which
includes time series of fish stock assessments (Ricard et al.,
2012; Melnychuk et al., 2017). Correlating interannual variability
in prey abundance with demographic parameters of the four
dolphin populations may prove useful (as it has been for killer
whales and belugas; Ford et al., 2010; Mosnier et al., 2015),
possibly using archived time-series data on the reproductive
status of bycaught animals. Similarly, prey-demography links
could be derived from comparisons of pregnancy rates of
bycaught animals in years with high and low prey abundance
(e.g., Williams et al., 2013).
We conclude that vessel noise and disturbance could be
important factors to consider in any conservation plan for the
four dolphin populations. There is sufficient information to
conclude, tentatively, that ocean noise can affect the trajectory of
any of the four populations (Figure 1), with the loss of acoustic
space greatest for OBNDs and smallest for SBCDs and LBCDs.
Although noise may not be the biggest threat we considered,
it may well be the most amenable to mitigation. Time-area
closures, speed restrictions on large ships, and whale-watching
regulations for small boats (Tyne et al., 2014) are all relatively
easy ways to reduce noise levels in important feeding habitat
of oceanic dolphins in areas like southern California, where
the continental shelf is narrow. While it is straightforward to
predict the physical effects of noise on the distance at which
a dolphin communication signal can be heard, it is difficult
to estimate the biological and demographic significance of
noise, for example, its effect on social communication used
to coordinate group activities or echolocation clicks used in
foraging. We quantified sensitivity to ship noise by estimating
the reduction in acoustic signal detection ranges between quiet
ambient conditions (equivalent to sea state 0.5) and heavy
traffic conditions based on species-specific audiograms and
critical ratios. We also lacked data on behavioral responses of
populations to noise as well as spatially explicit data on the
distribution and abundance of dolphins relative to chronic ship
noise levels (e.g., Erbe et al., 2014). Sensitivity to sound is
based on audiograms alone and does not account for interspecific variation in behavioral responses. Future analyses could
use NOAA’s Cetacean and Sound field Mapping1 tools data and
dedicated field experiments to explore inter-specific variability in
vulnerability to ship noise.

1

https://cetsound.noaa.gov/cetsound
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least periodically allocate funds to monitor all marine mammal
populations irrespective of conservation status (Hammond et al.,
2013) and to keep human-caused mortality rates sufficiently low
that populations never become depleted below some agreed-upon
level (Wade, 1998).
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